Monday 30th March, 2020
Mr. Tim Blackmore
Principal Policy Advisor
Communications Policy
Stout Street
Wellington, New Zealand
Cc’d:

Tim.Blackmore@mbie.govt.nz
EssentialServices@mbie.govt.nz
k.faafoi@ministers.govt.nz

RE: COVID-19 – Essential Service to NZ – Print, Publishing, Mail and Distribution
Dear Tim,
I write in further discussion to our correspondence over this period regarding magazines and
community newspapers following the comments from Prime Minister Ardern in specific relation
to these two media channels on Sunday 29th March 2020:
“We consider the provision of information to the public as an essential service…what we are
concerned around is sometimes those distribution networks, delivery networks often with
community newspapers are obviously very localised… If they are able to utilise existing
distribution, such as NZ Post or for instance Dairies, and can guarantee public health measures
around close contacts used within the printing element. If they can satisfy all of those tests then
there might be some opportunity there.” Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern.
PRINTING SAFETY PROTOCOLS
The Collective are working collaboratively with PrintNZ, the industry association for commercial
print across New Zealand, to ensure all our print media company members provide the
Government strong assurances to strict protocols developed across the print production process
for the safety of the workforce and community.
Noting the Collective print media members - Inkwise, Ovato and Webstar are the largest print
groups across the country producing over 90% of consumer magazines, 100% of community
directories and over 25% of community newspapers and all three have committed full
compliance to the attached printing protocols.
DISTRIBUTION SAFETY PROTOCOLS
Magazines via subscription are delivered using the established and operating NZ Post network.
In-store Magazines are distributed via Supermarkets and Dairies, currently operating during
lockdown.
Community Directories have committed to not distributing until the lockdown restrictions are
lifted.
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Community Newspaper distribution is following distribution protocols under development and
we defer to PrintNZ in this regard. The Collective also recognises the varying safety protocols
being submitted to Government from PrintNZ and commends the establishment of bulk
community drop-off points to operating outlets including, but not limited to; Kiwi Bank, NZ Post,
Supermarkets, Dairies, Government Offices and others as a viable access for New Zealanders
across the country.
We further reiterate the criticality of the information our channels provide to New Zealanders.
Magazine publications, delivered under Subscription, Dairies or Supermarket channels, provide
an essential social and mental relief to all as a media channel offering news and entertainment
connectivity whilst isolated. Community Newspapers provide critical, and often free, in-home
local information reaching members of the community other channels cannot.
By the World Health Organization’s mental health advice during this pandemic:
“Minimize watching, reading or listening to news about COVID-19 that causes you to feel anxious
or distressed; seek information only from trusted sources and mainly so that you can take
practical steps to prepare your plans and protect yourself and loved ones.”
World Health Organisation, Mental health and psychosocial considerations during the COVID-19
outbreak, 2020.
It is paramount, in a time of great fear and isolation as much normalcy of social connectivity is
afforded to citizens. Furthermore, to provide content that offers an escapism from the crisis we
are experiencing. Receiving and reading their magazines and/or community newspapers is part
of a routine media engagement for thousands of New Zealanders with content of a stronger
well-being focus than daily news or current affairs.
Given the print and distribution protocols protect any concerns across safety for workers and
broader New Zealand community, whether using established distribution channels such as NZ
Post, Supermarkets, Dairies or other, we again request the inclusion of Magazines, Community
Newspapers and Community Directories in the essential services definitions.
We make ourselves available for any further discussions and/or information upon request.
Yours Sincerely,

Kellie Northwood
Chief Executive Officer
The Real Media Collective
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ADDITIONAL POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION:
1. COVID-19 Government Notices - currently three members of the Collective, namely
Webstar, Reach Media and NZ Post are printing a COVID-19 Government Update
communication piece to be positioned in every New Zealand home. Quantity being
distributed 1.7M. Prime Minister Ardern has had direct review and is in support of the
material and the industry is funding the majority of the project as an ‘in kind service’.
2. Supply chain provider to agreed Essential Services – The broader Paper, Print, Mail
processing and preparation and Distribution sectors play an intrinsic part of the supply
chain to the Essential Services outlined by the New Zealand Government which we duly
note is a referenced inclusion: “Entities providing essential services (including their
supply chains)”.
3. Community service offering – whether across the digital divide of citizens not having
internet connectivity or devices in-home or a digital divide of those with internet
connectivity however limited skills to utilise or navigate the digital landscape the
Letterbox and Publishing media channels provide community service via the channel
provision and content supplied. Further these channels provide risk mitigation should to
any digital or other channel failure, for example during a power cut, internet failure or
other such event.
4. Mental Health and Wellbeing - Letterbox and Publishing media channels can support
associated health and wellbeing initiatives such as mental health and social services
throughout New Zealand. Two of our members have been approached by Mental Health
NZ to distribute a national campaign in the coming weeks.
5. In a period of fear and mistrust the most trusted channels must remain open Magazine brands are more than just information for a lot of those who interact with
them. They provide a connection and sense of community and comfort for readers.
Media Brands
• Nearly 1 million (939,000) New Zealanders agree reading a magazine (print or
digital) makes them feel they are part of a community. Ahead of both television and
radio.
• 2,354,000 (55%) of New Zealanders say magazine brands (print & online) are good
for finding out what’s new.
•
2,298,000 (54%) of New Zealanders say magazine brands (print & online) are good
for tips and advice on how to do things.
Source: Nielsen CMI Q1-Q4 2019

Letterbox Media
• 2,667,249 (73%) of New Zealanders aged 14+ say Letterbox media is the most useful
shopping tool, including findings that outline a stress-free and informative channel.
• Letterbox media is considered the second most useful media in 57% of categories.
The top category, 913,441 (25%) of New Zealanders aged 14+, is most useful for
Grocery.
Source: Roy Morgan Single Source (NZ 14+), January 2019 – December 2019
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